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Abstract. This paper discusses an open loop, single-conjugate, point spread function reconstruction experiment
performed with a bright calibration source and synthetic turbulence injected on the ground-level deformable
mirror of the Multi Conjugate Adaptive Optics Canopus bench at Gemini South. Time histories of high-order
Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor slopes were recorded on the telemetry circular buffer, and time histories of
short exposure K-band point spread functions with and without turbulence injected were recorded with the
Gemini South Adaptive Optics Imager. We discuss the processing of the data and show that the long exposure
background- and tip/tilt-removed turbulence image can be reconstructed at a percent level accuracy from the
tip/tilt-removed de-noised wavefront sensor slope covariance matrix and from the long exposure background- and
tip/tilt-removed static image. Future experiments are planned with multiple calibration sources at infinite and
finite range and turbulence injected on 2 deformable mirrors, aiming at validating the recently published point
spread function reconstruction algorithm [Gilles et. al. Appl. Opt. 51, 7443 (2012)] for closed loop laser guide
star multi-conjugate adaptive optics.

1. Introduction
Point spread function (PSF) knowledge is critical for any existing or proposed adaptive optics (AO)
astronomical science program aiming at obtaining high angular resolution information (e.g. photometry
and astrometry) [1]. A simulation model PSF reconstruction (PSFR) algorithm has recently been
developed for Laser Guide Star (LGS) Multi Conjugate AO (MCAO), and has been evaluated via
Monte Carlo simulations for the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) Narrow Field Infra Red AO System
(NFIRAOS) under design [2]. The Gemini South Canopus AO bench [3,4] bears several similarities to
NFIRAOS [5,6] and is thus an ideal platform to validate laser guide star (LGS) MCAO algorithms. We
have undertaken an effort to validate LGS MCAO PSFR on this bench using calibration sources and
artificial turbulence injected on the deformable mirrors.
A schematic of the bench taken from [3] is illustrated on Figure 1. The system was designed with 5
Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensors (WFSs) of order equal to 16 x 16, each equipped with an E2V39
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80 x 800 charge-cooupled devicce (CCD), 204
2
valid ssubapertures//WFS, 1.38aarcsec pixells, 2 x 2
pixels/suubaperture, 3.5e
3
readout noise and a 1arcmin x 1arcmin X--shaped laseer guide starr asterism.
Wavefroont correctorrs currently consist
c
of 2 piezoelectric
p
c deformablee mirrors (DM
Ms), one connjugate to
ground ((DM0), the other to an altitude of 9km
9
(DM9). The system
m was design
ned to accom
mmodate a
third DM
M conjugate to an altitudde of 4.5km, but that DM
M is currently
y unavailablee. The actuatoor pitch is
5mm onn DM0 and 10mm on DM
M9, leading to
t 240 controolled (unslavved) actuatorrs on DM0 annd 120 on
DM9. T
The inter-actuuator cross-ccoupling is 33%. Otherr componentts include a dedicated ffast tip/tilt
mirror, 3 natural guuide star low
w-order WFS
Ss, deployablle science annd natural guide
g
star atm
mospheric
dispersioon compensaators (ADCss) and calibraation sources. The Gemiini South Addaptive Optics Imager
(GSAOII) consists off a 2 x 2 Haw
waii-2RG (H
H2RG) detecttor array, eacch with 2048
8 x 2048 20m
mas pixels,
providinng a total scieence field off view of 80 arcsec x 80 arcsec. Eachh H2RG conntains a programmable
on-detecctor guide window
w
(ODG
GW) that caan be readouut non-destruuctively and
d that we ussed in our
PSFR exxperiments too record shorrt exposure im
magery.

Figure 1 Schematic of
o the Geminni Canopus AO
A bench.
The papeer is organizeed as follows. A short deescription of the bench exxperiment is provided in Section 2,
the PSF
FR model iss described in Section 3, and thee processingg of the daata with sam
mple PSF
reconstruuctions are discussed
d
in Section
S
4. Conclusions
C
a drawn in Section 5.
are

2. Ex
xperimentt descripttion
Frozen flow
f
Von Káárrmán turbullence was injjected in closed loop on DM0 duringg 10s at a fram
me rate of
100Hz w
with a zero integrator
i
gaain to simulaate open on loop
l
dynamiics. The inj
njected turbuulence was
scaled too produce a root-mean-ssquare (RMS
S) wavefrontt error (WFE
E) of 230nm
m. Static nonn-common
path aberration (NCP
PA) commannds were app
plied to both DM0 and DM9
D
concurreently with thhe injected
turbulence to yield approximate
a
ly 250nm reesidual NCP
PA WFE in addition to the
t 230nm turbulence
t
WFE. A bright calib
bration source was used as
a guide starr, and a timee history of WFS
W slopes and of Kband shoort exposure images capttured on a 166 x 16 pixel GSAOI ODGW were reecorded synchronously
with the DM update. We will refer to those images as “tturbulence” images,
i
keepping in mindd that they
are degrraded by a tootal of ~340nm (250nm residual NC
CPA plus 230nm turbuleence in quaddrature). A
time history of shorrt exposure 24
2 x 24 pixxel “static” images
i
was also recordeed without turbulence
t
injected. All data is further degrraded by ~8m
milli-arcsec ((mas) 2-axis RMS tip/tillt jitter inducced by the
large vibbration levelss present on the
t bench.
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3. Point Spread Function Reconstruction Steps
In this paper, we focus on tip/tilt-removed (TTR) PSFR, hence we removed tip/tilt at every frame from
WFS slopes and from short exposure ODGW images. The latter step was implemented by correlating
each short exposure image with a reference TTR diffraction limited image and Fourier shifting, which
mathematically, is expressed as follows:
TTR
 est  arg max  d 2 uOTFDL
(u )OTF * (u , t )e 2 i  u  ,
T

(3.1)

OTF TTR (u, t )  OTF (u, t )e 2 i  u est ,
T

 (u ) / P

where OTF (u )  PSF
SF (0) denotes the optical transfer function (OTF), i.e. the Fourier

transformed PSF divided by the PSF flux, and hats denote Fourier transformed quantities. The
following steps were then performed:
1. Temporal averaging of the TTR short exposure turbulence and static images over 1,000 frames.
2. Temporal averaging of the TTR WFS slope covariance matrix, CsTTR .
3. Background removal (BKR) from the accumulated long exposure TTR images, which is
expressed in terms of the PSF and OTF as follows:
TTR
TTR
PSFBKR
,
 PSF TTR  PSFBK
TTR
TTR
OTFBTTR
,
 (1  c)OTFBK
KR  cOTF


c  PSF

TTR


(0) / ( PSF

TTR


(0)  PSF

TTR
BK

(3.2)
(0)) .

Unfortunately, PSFBK was not recorded for this experiment. Instead, we estimated this quantity
by least-squares fitting a plane to the boundary values of the PSF TTR array.
4. Deconvolution by the ODGW pixel response function, which in Fourier space is modeled as
follows:
OTF TTR (u )  ( dat ) 2 OTF TTR (u ) / dˆ (u ),
dˆ (u;  dat )  ( dat ) 2 sinc(u x /  dat )sinc(u y /  dat ).

(3.3)

where  dat  20 mas is the sampling of the ODGW images.
5. OTF interpolation to (i) WFS telemetry sampling u  x /   d SA /   udat , where d SA  0.5 m
denotes the WFS subaperture size, udat  1/ (ndat  dat ), and (ii) Nyquist cutoff frequency
uc  1 / (2 )  uc , dat with    / (2 D )  28.36 mas , which leads to OTFs with n  2 D / x  32

pixels, denoted as follows:

TTR
tur

OTF

  OTF TTR (u , t ) 
tur
tur
t  BKR

(u )  Interp 

ˆ
dtur (utur )



  OTF TTR (u , t ) 
stat
stat
t  BKR
, OTF TTR (u )  Interp  
stat


ˆ
d stat (ustat )




.



(3.4)

Strehl ratio (SR) and enclosed energy (EE) are computed as follows:
SR 

d
d

2

uOTF TTR (u )

2

TTR
uOTFDL
(u )

, EE ()   d 2 uOTF TTR (u ) dˆ (u; ),

TTR
where OTFDL
denotes the diffraction limited OTF, and d̂ is given in (3.3).

(3.5)
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6. Estimation of the WFS noise equivalent angle (NEA), which for a quad cell is given by:
 NEA  1/ ( g cen SNR) ,

(3.6)

where g cen denotes the centroid gain and SNR the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In this
experiment, g cen ~ 0.65 /arcsec and SNR ~ 380 , leading to  NEA ~ 4 mas.
7. Estimation of the TTR WFS “telemetry” phase covariance matrix, and subsequently structure
function matrix:
TTR
2
Ctelem
 ( I  PTT ) R (CsTTR   NEA
I ) RT ( I  PTTT ) ,

(3.7)

TTR
TTR
TTR T
TTR
Dtelem
 diag(Ctelem
)1T  1diag(Ctelem
)  2Ctelem
,

where I  PTT denotes the tip/tip phase removal matrix, R the slope-to-phase reconstruction
matrix (providing phase values on a grid sampled at x  d SA  0.5 m), which we took as in [2]
to be the regularized pseudo-inverse of the WFS influence, namely
R  (T    LT L ) 1 T ,

with   0.25

(3.8)

max(eig (T ))
, and L denoting the Laplacian matrix. Note that (3.7) does not
max(eig( LT L))

contain aliasing and fitting terms. These terms are null since turbulence was injected directly
on the DMs.
8. Computation of the long exposure telemetry OTF from the phase structure function (3.7):
TTR
telem

OTF

d
(u ) 

2

xA( x) A( x   u )e  Dtelem ( x , x  u )/ 2
TTR

d

2

xA2 ( x)

.

(3.9)

9. Finally, assembling the TTR turbulence OTF estimate:
TTR
TTR
TTR
OTFturTTR,est (u )  OTFtelem
(u )OTFstat
(u ) / OTFDL
(u ).

(3.10)

4. Results
In this Section, we discuss the results obtained from the procedure described in Section 2.
Figure 2 shows the post-processed TTR static and turbulence PSFs obtained from (3.4). The
reconstructed TTR PSF as well as the absolute estimation error are displayed in Figure 3. Note
the 66-fold reduction in SR error from an estimate computed without and with WFS telemetry,
leading to a residual relative SR error below the percent level. Associated OTFs are displayed
in Figure 4. Note that the static OTF exhibits a knee near the origin, which may indicate
inaccurate background removal. Finally, Figure 5 displays the relative enclosed energy (EE)
estimation error for a PSF estimate computed without and with telemetry. The estimate
TTR
computed without telemetry is given by (3.10) with OTFtelem
replaced by an array of all ones.
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Figure 2 Static (leftt) and turbuulence imagees (right). SR
R (PSF valuue at origin)) is respectively 60%
(250nm RMS residuual NCPA) annd 39% (230
0nm RMS innjected turbu
ulence + 250
0nm residual NCPA in
quadratuure). Red: im
mage prior to BKR, Blue: image after BKR (note the inncreased SR
R), Black:
interpolaated BKR im
mage to Nyqquist rate andd extrapolateed to telemetry field of view (FoV) of n 
907.5maas. The flux ratio value reported
r
in thhe legend coorresponds to
o the parameeter c definedd in (3.2).
Dashed vvertical liness indicate thee FoV of the data prior too OTF interpoolation.

Figure 3 Red: TTR turbulence
t
loong exposure PSF estim
mate obtained
d from (3.10)), Blue: truthh obtained
from left
ft expression in (3.4), Blaack: static PS
SF obtained from
f
right ex
xpression in (3.4), Greenn: absolute
estimatioon error, Brrown: telemeetry long exxposure PSF
F obtained from
f
(3.9). Dashed verttical lines
indicate the FoV of the
t turbulencce data prior to OTF interrpolation.

Figure 4 Black: difffraction limitted OTF (deenominator oof (3.10)), Brown: telem
metry OTF (33.9), Blue:
turbulence OTF (leftt expression in (3.4)) , Reed: static OT
TF (right exp
pression in (33.4)), Green: estimated
turbulence OTF (3.10
0).
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Figure 5 Black: EE estimation
e
errror for a PSF
F computed with WFS teelemetry, Red: EE estimaation error
for a PS
SF computed
d without telemetry. Thee dashed verrtical line ind
dicates the FoV
F
of the turbulence
t
data prioor to OTF intterpolation.

5. Con
nclusions
s
Adaptivee optics telem
metry data frrom the Gem
mini Canopuss bench is unnder study too validate pooint spread
functionn reconstructiion algorithm
ms for laser guide star multi-conjuga
m
ate adaptive optics. An innitial data
set withh a bright on-axis calibration sourcce and artifiicial turbulennce injected
d on the groound-level
deformaable mirror was successfully reducced. Percentt level poin
nt spread fu
unction reconstruction
accuracyy was achievved in K-bannd, correspoonding to a 666-fold recoonstruction accuracy
a
impprovement
betweenn point spreadd functions estimated
e
wiithout and with
w wavefron
nt sensor teleemetry. Dataa sets with
multiple calibration sources at finite and innfinite rangee and turbulence injecteed on two deformable
mirrors will be recoorded and annalyzed in thhe near futurre to probe the
t effects of anisoplanaatism and
tomograaphy.
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